
Money and Monetary Policy1

The most prominent role of a Central Bank is the conduct of a country’s monetary policy.

We thus begin this course with a brief overview of money, and a general discussion of the

different types of monetary policy that have existed over the past century. We note, however,

that Central Banks have other responsibilities in addition to monetary policy. These include

financial and banking regulation, providing economic forecasts, conducting economic research,

and providing well-catered conferences for macroeconomists to attend.

Figure 1: William Munny: A Man of Notoriously Vicious and Intemperate Disposition

For years, economists have taught that money is an object that reasonably satisfies the

following three criteria: 1) means of exchange, 2) unit of account, and 3) store of value. Any

principles of Macroeconomics textbook will discuss these and I will thus refrain from re-hashing

their definitions. Instead, I offer the following extensions of this definition:

1. Means of exchange is the most important. Societies use money because it makes it more

convenient to buy stuff. How good of a means of exchange an object is is closely relates to the

concept of liquidity. A liquid asset is one that can easily be converted to cash in order to make

purchases. Cash is obviously a very liquid asset. Checking accounts are easily converted and

are thus highly liquid. Other assets such as stocks and real estate are much harder to convert.

They are illiquid and are not included in any common definition of money.

2. There is a large gray area when it comes to determining if something meets these three

criteria and thus counts as money. Cash clearly meets all three criteria and is thus always

1These are undergraduate lecture notes. They do not represent academic work. Expect typos, sloppy
formatting, and occasional (possibly stupefying) errors.
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counted as money. But what about savings accounts? They are somewhat liquid and thus

are a decent means of exchange. They also serve as a store of value and because they are

measured in units of currency, are fine as a unit of account. It is thus not obvious if they

should be counted as money. Some measures (e.g. M1) thus exclude savings accounts while

more expansive measures include many savings accounts.

3. Money is a social convention. Cash is fiat money. It has no intrinsic value. Its value is

decreed by the government (that it is legal tender for all debts public and private). But cash

as money only works because society has coordinated on using it as money. I accept cash only

because I know that everybody else will accept my cash when I want to buy something.

Suppose that we all wake up tomorrow and decide that cash is worthless. I will no longer

accept cash as payment because I know that I myself will be unable to use it to buy beer. This

is an example of multiple equlibria. If we coordinate on using cash, then it is money. If we fail

to coordinate, then cash will not be money. In principle, society may coordinate on any asset

as money. For much of human history, we coordinated on rare assets such as gold or silver.

For centuries, people worried about fiat money because they feared that society would fail

to coordinate on its use as money. In developed economies such as the United States, EU,

etc., this concern has largely dissipated. But it still possible for fiat money to fail. In extreme

events, such as hyperinflation, the public may begin to refuse to use the local currency in favor

of either foreign currency, or assets with tangible value.

A recent example of the failure of fiat money is Zimbabwe. This country endured a historic

hyperinflation that eventually resulted in the government issuing 100 trillion banknotes. To

stop this hyperinflation, the Zimbabwean government abandoned its own currency by adopting

the U.S. dollar in 2009. This is potentially costly. Zimbabwe no longer has an independent

monetary policy. Its monetary policy follows that of the United States and the Federal Reserve

obviously bases their choices on the needs of the United States. Still, it was likely a wise choice

given the alternatives. The following graph shows the exchange rate between the Zimbabwe

dollar and that of the United States. Because prices in the U.S. were stable during this period,

we can safely interpret this graph as showing inflation. Note that the scale is logarithmic, each

line indicates a tenfold increase.2

4. Counting money is surprisingly hard. Because there is a large gray area, there are multiple

definitions of the money supply. A simple and narrow definition is M1, consisting of only

2Source: economicshelp.org
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Figure 2: Exchange Rate: Zimbabwe Dollar to U.S. Dollar

currency, checking accounts, and travelers’ checks (does anyone use these anymore?). It is

relatively straightforward to count M1. More expansive definitions, such as M2 and M3, are

harder to count. The Federal Reserve briefly stopped reporting M3 because its estimates are so

unreliable. As the complexity of the monetary system has grown, and more assets introduced,

it has become harder to count money. It is probably more important to pick a series and stick

with it, and to focus on the changes in money, not its level.

3. Counting is hard.

Basic Types of Monetary Policy

The monetary authority is whoever is determining a country’s monetary policy. Central

Banks, the monetary authority in most advanced economies, are a relatively new institution.

A monetary authority can more generally be a dictator, an appointed official, a Treasurer, etc.

For now, we table the matter of who conducts monetary policy (more on this soon). We instead

focus on the most basic types of monetary policy. The most fundamental issue is how to issue

money. We consider several basic types of monetary policy.
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Figure 3: Some Data on M1 and M2
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i. Commodity Backed Money. Under commodity backed money, the monetary authority decrees

that it will exchange a unit of currency for a fixed weight of some commodity such as gold or

silver. The currency is not generally actually made of this commodity. By the late nineteenth

century, few felt that this needed to be the case. Instead paper or coins are guaranteed to be

exchanged for the commodity by the government.

Figure 4: Silver and Gold

The United States was son a gold standard between 1979 and 1933. $21 could be exchanged
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for one ounce of gold.3 In the late nineteenth century, bimetallism was among the most sig-

nificant political issues. Supporters of bimetallism sought to also have a silver standard that

would have resulted in higher inflation, providing relief to debtors.

It is important to note that the use of gold, or another commodity, is also a coordination

equilibrium. Gold does have some value as an industrial input and some people value it because

it is shiny. But under a gold standard, its value is dramatically enhanced because it is valued

as money.

The gold standard had massive support for many decades. Supporters say a few, intercon-

nected virtues. First, because many societies had coordinated on gold for centuries, they felt

that it would be easier for society to coordinate on its use in the future. This would reduce

the probability of a crisis where the public loses confidence in the currency. Gold was “sound

money.” Second, because the supply of gold is largely out of the control of policy makers,

policies leading to dramatic inflations may be less likely. This would further reduce the risk of

a crisis. In some cases, politicians may have an incentive to induce inflation, either to reduce

the burden on debtors or to provide a short-run stimulation of the economy. Perhaps a gold

standard may prevent such manipulation.

Modern monetary economics, however, overwhelmingly rejects a gold (or other commodity)

standard. It notes that fiat currencies have provided stable prices for decades in economies such

as the United States. It also notes a few serious weaknesses with the gold standard. First, it

provides monetary policy with less flexibility. Recall the equation of exchange:

PY = MV (1)

where Y is real GDP, P is the price level, M is the money supply, and V is velocity, how often

each unit of money is spent. It is critical in to note the difference between the monetary base and

the money supply. For the U.S., the monetary base consists of currency and electronic reserves

that agents hold at the Federal Reserve. This is what policy makers can affect directly. The

money supply does not include these electronic reserves, but does include checking accounts.

Monetary policy does not directly control the money supply. The money multiplier is the ratio

of the money supply to the monetary base.

During financial crises such as the Great Depression or Great Recession, the money multi-

plier often falls. This means that the same monetary base leads to a smaller (often dramatically)

3If someone offers you this dead today, take it.
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money supply. In the case of the Great Depression, bank failures wiped out many checking

accounts leading to a smaller money supply despite a relatively stable monetary base. Note

in the following graph how dramatically the M1 money multiplier declined around the Great

Recession:

Figure 5: M1 Money Multiplier
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A gold standard limits monetary policy’s ability to affect the monetary base. Now suppose

that a crisis reduces the money supply. For convenience, assume V is constant.4 Now the left

hand side of the equation of exchange must fall. This requires some combination of deflation

and lower output. Later this semester, we will study the deflationary spiral, which remains

a convincing explanation of the Great Depression where deflation causes lower output, which

causes more deflation, which causes lower output.... Many monetary economists believe that

Central Banks adherence to a gold standard limited their ability to prevent this deflationary

spiral. We will study this in much greater detail in a few weeks.

Another issue is that the supply of gold is subject to random periods of discovery or a lack

thereof. Suppose that the world goes through a period with few discoveries of new gold. Note

that Y usually grows over time. Without new gold, if M and V are stable, then P must decline

to satisfies the equation of exchange. A lack of new gold thus leads to a deflation. Likewise,

major discoveries of gold will be inflationary. The randomness of the supply of gold was a major

problem under the gold standard. Rather than basing monetary policy on economics, it was

based on geology.

Finally, under a gold standard, the government must commit to exchanging currency for a

weight of gold. They thus had to keep gold on hand as reserves. This led to the potential for

speculative attacks on the currency. Consider the following.

4In crises, velocity often declines making this example worse
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1. I am holding a large amount of currency.

2. I launch an attack on the currency by demanding gold.

3. If the government does not have enough gold, it will be forced to either abandon the gold

standard or devalue the currency by reducing the amount of gold it will exchange for a unit of

currency.

4. Once the currency is devalued, I can then exchange my new gold for more of the currency

than I started with.

Such currency crises are a major source of macroeconomic risk and they are more likely

under a commodity standard.

ii. Targeting the Money Supply. This type of policy presumes fiat money where the government

does not promise to exchange the currency for gold or any other commodity. Instead of using a

commodity standard, the monetary authority may use a rule either targeting the money supply

or its growth rate. A very simple example would be:

Mt = 1.03Mt−1 (2)

here the money supply simply grows at 3% per period (most likely a year). In this example, the

monetary authority does not adapt monetary policy to respond to changes in unemployment,

inflation, etc. Alternatively, the monetary authority could have the money supply respond to

key macroeconomic variables. Such a rule might look like:

Mt = (1.03 + .01UEt−1 − .02πt)Mt−1 (3)

here, the growth rate of money increases by 1% for each 1% increase in the unemployment

rate. The monetary authority is thus trying to use monetary policy to stabilize the economy.

Recall from ECO 103 that, in some cases, more money will result in more output and lower

unemployment. Likewise, this policy rule lowers the growth rate of money as inflation rises.

Also recall from ECO 103, that less money usually reduces prices.

There are an infinite number of possible rules. They may include other macroeconomic

variables such as GDP, asset prices, etc.

The United States conducted monetary policy by targeting the money supply between 1979

and 1982. It did not work well, and since this time, Central Banks have generally moved away
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from conducting monetary policy in this manner. There are a few reasons. First, recall that the

monetary authority may directly control the monetary base, not the money supply. As money

and banking has become more sophisticated, the connection between the monetary base and

the money supply has weakened. A money supply rule has thus become harder to implement

than in the past. Second, for broader definitions of money, it has become harder to count the

money supply.

iii. Interest rate targeting. Instead of targeting money, more Central Banks now target short

term interest rates instead. In the United States, the Federal Reserve has targeted the Federal

Funds Rate since 1982. The Federal Funds Rate is the overnight interest rates at which banks

lend each other reserves. Large American commercial banks must hold at least 10% of their

customers’ deposits as reserves. These are not typically held as vault cash. Instead, banks keep

these reserves electronically at the Federal Reserve. If a bank wishes to increase their reserves:

possibly to meet this requirement, or for any other reason, they may borrow from another bank.

The Federal Reserve does not care too much about the Federal Funds Rate itself. Instead,

they hope that by manipulating this interest rate, other short term interest rates will adjust in

a similar manner. Lowering interest rates, for example, can stimulate business investment that

is debt financed, as well as consumer spending on financed items such as cars.

Importantly, The Federal Reserve does not dictate the Federal Funds Rate. Instead, it is

determined by market forces. The Fed thus affects this rate indirectly. Suppose that it decides

to raise rates by 0.25%, an action that we expect to see taken multiple times in the next few

years. The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC), the group responsible for this policy

change, then instructs the Fed’s trading desk at the New York Fed to sell Fed assets until the

actual Federal Funds Rate reaches its target.

The process works as follows: Currently, the Fed owns over $4 trillion of mostly bonds and

mortgage backed securities. The trading desk will sell these assets (or maybe reduce the rate of

buying assets) on the open market and will typically receive payment by reducing the electronic

balances of the purchasers. Money decreases. We can see the effect on interest rates by recalling

that the price of money is the interest rate, which represents the opportunity cost of holding

it, and using simple supply and demand.
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Graph: Open Market Sale

If the Fed instead wanted to lower interest rates, it could instead increase the rate at

which it buys assets. It would pay for these purchases with newly created electronic balances.

Former Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke, when asked about the dramatic increase in

the monetary base after 208 replied “We’re not printing money.” Technically this was true, the

increase in the money supply was mostly electronic. This did little, however, to dissuade those

asking the question.

Figure 6: History of the Effective Federal Funds Rate
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There is thus a difference between the actual Federal Funds Rate and its targeted value. If

the Fed has a history, however, of meeting its target, it becomes easier for it to do so going

forward. If market participants expect the Fed to succeed, they themselves will negotiate rates

close to the Fed’s target.

The monetary authority must then decide how it should set interest rates (if we are now
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satisfied that it can set them). In 1993, economist John Taylor published a paper where he

argued that the following Taylor Rule does a good job of approximating the Federal Reserve’s

actual policy:5

it = 2% + πt + .5yt + .5(πt − 2%) (4)

This rule is consistent with a Central Bank that is trying to use monetary policy to stabilize

the economy. Here, the inflation target (desired level of inflation) is 2%. When Taylor wrote,

this was not explicit. Since this time, however, the Fed and other Central Banks have become

explicit about this target. As inflation increases (measured over the past 4 quarters), the Fed

raises interest rates thus reducing aggregate demand. Here, yt is the percentage gap between

output and potential output. Potential output is what output would equal if unemployment

was about 5%. It is thus a hypothetical value that is very hard to measure accurately in real

time. If this output gap is negative, then output is depressed and the monetary authority

responds by lowering interest rates in an attempt to boost aggregate demand.

Figure 7: Economist John Taylor

There are also an infinite number of interest rate rules. We can change the specific numerical

values, or we can change which variables appear on the right hand side. All of these rules are

intended to approximate what Central banks actually do. We are not saying that the Fed

literally sets interest rates using (4).

Central Banks such as the Fed, Bank of Japan, and the European Central Bank appear

to have settled on interest rate targeting. Although preferred to targeting money, it does

have some limitations. First, (4) ignores the fact that interest rates cannot go much below

zero. If interest rates are significantly negative, then potential lenders will prefer to hold cash

5See Taylor, J. 1993. “Discretion versus policy rules in practice.” Carnagie-Rochester Conference Series on
Public Policy 39: 195-214.
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instead of lending it out. This constraint has been a challenge for Central Banks since 2008.

Second, Central Banks have historically targeted short term interest rates. But many important

economic decisions, such as financing investment or obtaining a car or home loan, involve loans

that last much longer than a single day. Third, (4) requires that the Central Bank measure

potential output. But because this variable is a hypothetical, this is very challenging. If we are

wrong about its value, (4) shows that the Central Bank might choose the wrong interest rate.

iv. Fixing exchange rates. Monetary policy may also attempt to set the exchange rate by

agreeing to sell the domestic currency for some foreign (e.g the dollar) at the exchange rate.

Many countries conduct monetary policy in this manner, the most prominent example being

China where the Chinese Yuan is set so that 6.6 Yuan equal $1.

Among the possible advantages, a fixed exchange rate may reduce exchange rate volatility.

This is especially important for smaller economies. If a firm sells most of its production in

foreign currency, but pays most of its cost in domestic currency, then exchange rate fluctuations

may add a lot of risk. Another advantage is that if the exchange rate is set do that the

domestic currency is artificially low, then this may allow the country to pursue export driven

growth, which has proved to be among the most successful strategies for poorer countries to

catch up to wealthy countries. If the exchange rate is set in this way, then exports will be

relatively inexpensive. Likewise, imports will be expensive encouraging domestic consumers

to buy domestic goods. Exports, as a component of output, will increase GDP even though

they do not provide utility to domestic households. Exposure to other, often more developed,

economies may also improve the productivity of domestic firms.

The following map shows which countries use fixed and flexible exchange rates:6

Note that not every country neatly as either a fixed or flexible exchange rate regime. There

are also hybrids, known as a managed float. Here, the monetary does not set a fixed exchange

rate. The currency may be allowed to float (determined by market forces) within a certain

range. The monetary authority will act, however, to keep the currency within this band. The

previous map also includes a few countries in red which use another country’s currency.

The Trilemma

Let us assume that Central Banks (as is now common) prefers to set nominal interest rates

instead of the money supply. Suppose that it chooses to set both nominal interest rates and

6Source;www.boundless.com
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Figure 8: Dark Green=Flexible, Light Green=Hybrid, Blue =Fixed

exchange rates. Now consider a household within the country that is looking to save. Suppose

that the domestic interest rate is set lower than some global interest rate. Because the exchange

rate is fixed, it makes no sense for the household to ever save using the lower domestic interest

rate. Likewise, no domestic agent would ever borrow at the domestic interest rate if it is higher

than some global interest rates.

The only way that the Central Bank in this example could set both interest rates and

exchange rates would be to enact some type of capital control. One example would be to

prohibit domestic agents from participating in international capital markets. A less severe

example would be to tax participation in international capital markets.

Capital controls have been used in numerous situations over the past century. Between

World War II and the early seventies, the United States and most Western European coun-

tries employed capital controls as part of the Bretton Woods international monetary system.

China still employs them. And during its recent financial crisis, the Greek government enacted

emergency capital controls to prevent capital from drastically leaving the country in the form

of Euros.

The Trilemma states that a Central Bank cannot simultaneously have the free flow of capital

(a.k.a a lack of capital controls), fixed exchange rates, and keep control of domestic interest

rates. It can only choose two of three.

Large modern economies such as the United States, the Eurozone, and Japan control do-

mestic interest rates and allow the free flow of capital. As a result, these countries must allow

their exchange rate to be determined by market forces. Neither the Federal Reserve, European
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Central Bank, nor the the Bank of Japan set their exchange rates. The benefits of this choice

are that these Central Banks are able to adjust interest rates in response to domestic condi-

tions (such as setting lower rates during a recession), and that their economies enjoy access to

international capital markets. The downside is that these economies are exposed to increased

exchange rate volatility.

Current China, as well as the economies that participated in the Bretton Woods system

up until 1971 are examples of economies that set interest rates and exchange rates (in the

latter example by using a gold standard). These economies are able to affect their exchange

rates for the benefit of their economies. Because they must use capital controls, however, their

households and firms have less access to capital markets.

In the late nineteenth century, the United States and many other countries used the Classical

Gold Standard that did include capital controls. Suppose that the U.S. agrees to exchange 1

ounce of gold for $1. Now suppose that England agrees to exchange one ounce for half a

Pound. Because I can exchange $1 for one ounce of gold, which I can then exchange for half

a Pound, this is equivalent to a fixed exchange rate where $2 equals one pound. The Classical

Gold Standard was thus an example of a fixed exchange rate system among the countries that

participated. This system thus required that domestic interest rates be determined by market

forces. We will see that during the Great Depression, when policy makers would have liked

lower interest rates, these market forces instead pushed interest rates upwards.

This semester, we will look at several case studies that go into greater detail on the issues

discussed in this introductory set of notes. These include:

A. Was the Federal Reserve really to blame for failing to prevent a severe deflation that made

the Great Depression so awful?

B. How did Central Banks respond to the Financial Crisis of 2008 and ensuing Great Recession?

C. How has China’s monetary and exchange rate policy affected their impressive economic

growth over the past decades? And how has this growth affected the world’s most developed

economies?

D. What went wrong to cause the extraordinary hyperinflation in Zimbabwe?

E. What historical circumstances led to the emergence of independent Central Banks?
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F. What caused the Asian Financial Crisis of the late 1990s?

G. Why was inflation such a problem in the United States in the 1970s and early 1980s, and

why has it been tamed since?
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